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Sizing 

 These measurements are 

approximated, and actual 

subjects may vary. 

 Gauge: I hook 6 sc = 2” 

   3 rows = 1” 

 This pattern comes in all 

sizes. Length varies for each 

size. 

 

Size Circumference 

Newborn 11” 

0-3 months 12” 

3-6 months 14” 

6-12 months 16” 

1-3 years 18” 

3-10 years 20” 

Teen/Adult 22” 

 

Pattern Key 

 Ch: Chain  

 Sc: Single Crochet 

 Hdc: Half double crochet 

 Fphdc: Front post half double 

crochet 

 SP hdc dec: Special half double 

crochet decrease 

 * *: Repeat instructions 

between symbols until indicated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Materials 

o Yarn: I Love This Yarn by Hobby Lobby 

7 oz, 199 grams, 355 yards, 325 meters 

o Hook: I/9-5.50MM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Double the cuteness! 

This pixie hat is perfect along 

but also great for twins! 

Alternate colors for similar 

hats but yet different! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or 
reproduce this pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright 

protected and may not be used. When selling your work, include a link back to 
this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystalized Designs” 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!!! 
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Special Pattern Notes: Beginning chain 1 does not count as a 

stitch. Always work the first stitch into joining stitch. 

Join to first stitch of each round. 

Work a foundationless chain for a cleaner look for round 1 if 

you prefer. 

Brim can be rolled up for smaller babies. 

Each round should have the same amount of stitches unless 

otherwise noted. 

When changing color, pull new next color through the joining 

stitch. 

Specialty Stitching: Special half double crochet decrease (SP 

hdc dec): YO, insert hook into next st, YO and pull up a 

loop, YO, insert hook around post of next st, YO and pull up 

a loop (5 loops on hook,) YO and pull through all 5 loops 

 

 

Pattern Instructions  

Newborn/preemie: Ch 40 for newborn (preemie)  

0-3 months: Ch 44  

Round 1: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join  

Round 2: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join changing color  

Round 3: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join  

Round 4: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color  

Round 5: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 6: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color  

Round 7: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 8: Ch 1, SP hdc dec, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join 

changing color (-1 than last round.) You will have 2 fphdc 

next to each other every other round.  

 

Repeat round 8 (changing color ever other round) until there are 

4 stitches left. Continue to finishing notes.  
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3-6 months: Ch 48  

6-12 months: Ch 54  

Round 1: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join  

Round 2: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join changing color  

Round 3: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join  

Round 4: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color  

Round 5: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 6: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color  

Round 7: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 8: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color  

Round 9: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 10: Ch 1, SP hdc dec, *hdc, fphdc* around, join ~change to 

CC (-1 than last round.) You will have 2 fphdc next to each 

other every other round. 

 

Repeat round 10 (changing color every other round) until there 

are 4 stitches left. Continue to finishing notes.  

 

1-3years: Ch 58  

3-10years: Ch 62  

Round 1: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join  

Round 2: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join changing color  

Round 3: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join  

Round 4: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color 

Round 5: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 6: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color 

Round 7: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 8: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color  

Round 9: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 10: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color 

Round 11: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  
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Round 12: Ch 1, SP hdc dec, *hdc, fphdc* around, join changing 

color (-1 than last round.) You will have 2 fphdc next to 

each other every other round.  

 

Repeat round 12 (changing color every other round) until there 

are 4 stitches left. Continue to finishing notes.  

 

Teen/adult: Ch 66  

Round 1: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join  

Round 2: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join changing color 

Round 3: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join  

Round 4: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color  

Round 5: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join 

Round 6: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color 

Round 7: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 8: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color 

Round 9: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 10: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color 

Round 11: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 12: Ch 1, *hdc, fphdc* repeat around, join changing color 

Round 13: Ch 1, *fphdc, hdc* repeat around, join  

Round 14: Ch 1, SP hdc DEC, * hdc, fphdc* around, join changing 

color (-1 than last round.) You will have 2 fphdc next to 

each other every other round.  

 

Repeat round 14 (changing color every other round) until there 

are 4 stitches left. Continue to finishing notes.  

 

Finishing Notes:  

 

Finish off and weave in all ends. Choose one of the finishing 

methods below or leave it as is.  
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To make a tassel: Wrap yarn in color of choice around slightly 

spread fingers until you have the desired thickness. (I 

wrapped mine approx. 35 times.) Tie the top to secure it and 

cut the bottom. Attach the piece to the closed end of the 

pixie. Take a small amount of yarn (I choose to use the 

opposite color) and tie it around the hanging strands of yarn 

approx. 1” from top.  

 

To make a pom pom: Use a pom pom maker and make a pom size of 

your choosing. If you do not have a pom pom maker, a web 

search will pull up several sites on how to make them 

without.  

 

To make a braid: Depending on thickness you desire, take strands 

in multiples of 3 (I like to cut at least 12 strands. You can 

use multiple colors in several different ways. Play around 

with it!) Choose what length of braid you would like and cut 

as many as you would like. Attach the top just as you would 

the tassel and begin braiding. I stop several inches shy of 

the end so I can trim as needed. 

 


